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In August 2014, the American Bar Association’s (ABA) House of Delegates adopted Resolution 104A, encouraging “all law schools to create veterans law clinics to ensure that all veterans who cannot afford legal services can access them,” and that for those schools lacking resources to create a stand-alone veterans law clinic, “the school is urged to meet those legal needs of qualifying veterans through an existing clinic.” As a clinician in William & Mary’s Puller Veterans Benefits Clinic, I was excited by the ABA’s encouragement for law schools to help in addressing the unmet legal needs of those who served our country. Not everyone applauded the ABA’s Resolution. For instance, there are those who do not believe the ABA should propose what can be interpreted as an unfunded mandate regarding law school curricular efforts and clinical focus, and there are colleagues in the veterans law arena who, with good reason, fear law schools getting involved in this complex area of the law without the requisite skill and experience, thus potentially causing more harm than good for the veterans they seek to serve.

While it is understandable that some may object to directives from the ABA, as thoughtfully discussed in the companion piece to this article, I propose we take Resolution 104A in a more positive light, as encouragement that the nation’s law schools and students recognize the unmet legal needs of our veteran population, and, with the necessary training and skill, make a concerted effort to help address those needs. This article in no way implies that veterans are more deserving than the other worthy constituencies our law school clinics already serve, or that, when law schools consider development of new clinics, the needs of veterans should trump those of other marginalized and underserved populations. Instead, I suggest that when evaluating which clients to serve, the clinical community give very serious consideration to those who are serving or did serve in our armed forces.

The estimated number of all veterans currently living in the United States is over 22 million. Since September 11, 2001, almost 2.7 million veterans have deployed to Iraq, Afghanistan and other combat zones, and they face multiple challenges when they attempt reintegration with their families and communities. These range from, among other things, the impact of disabilities and moral injuries sustained during service, finding employment, and addressing their unmet legal needs. These brave men and women, serving in the longest period of war in our nation’s history, constitute less than 1% of the nation’s population. We enjoy the safety and security their sacrifices provide, but only 5% of us are directly impacted by their actual service. An all-volunteer force has resulted in redeployments in record-breaking numbers; the medical care offered today results in less casualties, but more service members who survive with significant injuries; and the strain on service members personally and professionally often includes legal matters for which they either cannot afford to hire a lawyer, or for which attorneys’ fees are disallowed.

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has identified legal needs as among the most significant unmet needs of homeless and poor veterans. The strains of multiple deployments can result in financial and housing legal issues, as well as matters such as divorce, custody, estate planning, accessing public benefits, guardianship, and criminal record expungements. In order to assist with some of the unmet legal needs among veterans, the Legal Services Corporation began an initiative in 2010 focused on improving access to justice for low-income military veterans and for military families, but they are limited in which types of cases they are allowed to undertake. The ABA, through their Military Pro Bono Project, ABA Homefront, and Veterans’ Claims Assistance Network, are utilizing private attorneys willing to provide pro bono assistance to veterans, as are many state and local bar associations. Equal Justice Works, through their Veterans’ Legal Corp, have undertaken funding three years of fellows and law students who will assist veterans with their civil legal issues, including disability claims. Despite these organized efforts to aid veterans in need of legal assistance but unable to afford it, there remains a significant unmet need.
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in a variety of legal issues facing veterans, areas of need where some law school clinics are already providing assistance, and where there is room for many more to do so.12

In 2008, there were approximately half a dozen law schools with clinics, programs or pro bono initiatives focused on meeting the legal needs of service members and veterans; in 2012 there were 25; now there are more than forty.13 These initiatives include a variety of models, some are volunteer efforts, others are for academic credit, some are in partnership with other legal services organizations, and others are in partnership with medical centers or schools. Several law school clinics help active duty service members with their civil legal needs, or are involved in veteran treatment courts, or aid veterans in other unmet legal needs such as financial, housing, family law, employment, education and health and public benefit matters; there are also law schools that take a more systemic approach to improving the VA’s treatment of veterans through litigation or legislation and policy drafting. From one-day advice and counsel sessions or participating in a local stand down, to visiting homeless shelters or a VA healthcare center to offer legal services, or working with a volunteer attorney or legal aid organization in the community who works with veterans, there are limitless ways for students to get involved, showing one veteran at a time that we are glad they are home and we are eager to help.

Increasingly, law school clinics and programs are choosing to serve veterans by aiding them in the disability compensation process with the VA. Given the increasing number of law schools choosing to focus in this area, and my own work with veterans’ disability claims, this article will focus on that particular model of assistance to veterans. However, all of the foregoing legal needs can be the subject of a much-needed and successful law school clinic or pro bono initiative aiding veterans and service members.

The VA disability compensation process is complex and confusing to most veterans, and factual and legal analysis in preparation of a comprehensive claim or appeal on behalf of a veteran can result in greater success in adjudication. More thorough claims submissions can also result in a significant reduction in multi-year wait times if those claims are accurately decided, thereby eliminating the need for the veteran to appeal the decision. According to the VA’s Monday Morning Status Report for March 28, 2015, the number of backlogged disability claims (defined as pending for 125 or more days) was estimated at 193,662; with 464,897 total claims pending.14 Although the VA completed a record-breaking 1 million claims per year over the past three years, with an even higher amount in 2014, the number of claims received continues to exceed the number processed.15

The backlog will continue to grow, and law clinics can aid that backlog by preparing comprehensive claims packages on behalf of veterans.

It is estimated that 45% of the 1.6 million veterans from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have filed a disability compensation claim, with an average of eight to nine ailments claimed to be service-connected.16 In addition to our current conflict veterans, veterans from our prior wars are aging, making disability more likely; “45% of World War II veterans, 24.8% of Viet Nam [sic] veterans, and 16.3% of the Gulf and Iraq War veterans are disabled.”17 For those veterans who do file claims for disability compensation, the delays and appeals that result are alarming. If an initial disability claim is unsuccessful and a veteran appeals, the average waiting time for the nearly 300,000 veterans awaiting appeal is more than 1,200 days from filing at the agency level to a decision at the Board of Veterans Appeals (BVA).18 Once at the BVA, more than half of all VA disability appeal cases are sent back for another review—sometimes more than once; these remanded cases are meant to take priority at the agency level, which, if occurs, means that new claims are waiting even longer for adjudication. For those cases appealed from the BVA to the Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims, there is a wait of more than 250 more days, with a significant number of those cases remanded, at least in part.20 Not only are these inexcusable timelines for veterans with disabilities to await decisions on their claims, attorneys who choose to assist veterans with their claims may only charge fees
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after the Agency of Original Jurisdiction (the Regional Office) issues an initial decision on a claim and the veteran files a Notice of Disagreement.21 Those attorneys must also be accredited by the VA in order to assist veterans.22

The fee prohibition and the additional VA accreditation requirements serve as a disincentive to many attorneys, yet without attorney assistance at the initial stages of a VA claim, veterans are often unaware of the evidence necessary to support their request for benefits. When veterans are unaware of the evidentiary requirements or type of evidence necessary for a successful claim, or, as a result of their disabilities, are unable to effectively acquire appropriate evidence in support, their claims are more likely to be denied. With a VA national average of 205 days to complete a rating claim,23 there is an extraordinary delay before a veteran even has the opportunity to hire an attorney and begin the long road to appealing an initial entitlement or ratings decision, with the result likely to be a remand and more delays.

The ABA’s Resolution encouraging law schools to create clinics serving veterans, or adding veteran legal services to existing clinics, was welcomed by this clinician. Whether or not one agrees with the ABA’s authority to exert any influence over law schools with such resolutions, there is certainly plenty of work to be done to aid our veterans in their reintegration and unmet legal needs, work that is rewarding as well as challenging to our law students. There are many synergies between the vast needs of our veteran population and the educational experiences sought by our students. In addition, aiding veterans in our law school clinical programs provides rich opportunities for client interaction, client-centeredness, work in a variety of practice areas, interprofessional experiences, and, in the case of disability compensation benefits, a deep foray into administrative law from agency level through federal court. Finally, with an all-volunteer force whose sacrifices impact relatively few of us on a daily basis, other than to ensure the freedom and protection we have come to expect, veteran and service member clinics offer an opportunity for us to say thank you and recognize that our freedom comes at a cost. As President George Washington noted, “The willingness with which our young people are likely to serve in any war, no matter how justified, shall be directly proportional to how they perceive the Veterans of earlier wars were treated and appreciated by their nation.”24 Our law school clinic staff and students, with appropriate training and resources, can positively impact not only the veterans of today, but increase the likelihood that there will be people willing to serve tomorrow.

Notes
6 Schultz & Chandrasekaran, supra note 4.
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13 According to information compiled by the Puller Clinic in February 2015 (results on file with author).
14 http://benefits.va.gov/REPORTS/detailed_claims_data.asp#Reports.
19 Id.
22 Id.
24 See http://americanveteransmemorial.org/Military_Quotes.html.
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